
Maytronics – The trusted name for commercial pool cleaners 

Powerful Heavy-Duty Performance
Powerful cleaning performance with exceptional reliability. 
Maytronics commercial robotic pool cleaners promise, and 
deliver a long-term, cost-effective operation.

Professional Pool Cleaning
Advanced technologies provide comprehensive scanning 
of the entire pool and highly effective pool brushing and 
filtering throughout, for clean, safe, and pure pool water.

Solution for every public pool
With proven solution for any commercial pool, from 
small public pools to the largest and professional pools 
worldwide- Maytronics is the ideal pool cleaner choice. 

Service and Support 
When you buy a Maytronics pool cleaner, you are also 
purchasing exceptional customer service and support  
by Maytronics product experts. 



WAVE 300 XL Product Specifications
Up to 154 ft. Ideal pool length

Floor onlyCleaning coverage

Dual Scrubbing BrushesBrushing

Various – Program from 1 to 8 hours Cleaning cycle time

Coarse, Fine and Ultra-Fine, Top-loading bag Filtration

55 lbs.Robot weight

164 ft. Tangle-free cableCable length

Multi-pattern scanning with line-by-line 
cleaning process

Navigation and 
maneuverability

Included Remote-control 

Customize cleaning parameters for up to  
four (4) pools 

MMI

Included, multi-purpose with auto cable 
release 

Caddy

36 months or 3000 working hours - limitedWarranty

99997006-50MProduct number

8
111226

ENwww.maytronicsus.com 

The trusted name for commercial 
pool cleaners
Designed for Olympic competition facilities and other large 
pools up to 154 feet, including those with beach entry, the 
Wave 300XL takes the challenges out of pool maintenance.  
This cleaner provides the highest level of filtration and floor 
scrubbing capabilities in its class. With the ability to program up 
to four (4) different cleaning parameters, the Wave 300XL gives 
you the convenience of using a single robot to clean multiple 
pools. Get the most out of your investment and a gold medal 
clean for your facility’s swimming pool. 

MMI Interface control for custom 
parameters for multiple pools 

Extra-wide cleaning path

Highest level of filtration in its 
class for clean, healthy water

Multi-purpose caddy with  
auto-release cable system

Multi-pattern scanning with  
line-by-line cleaning

Remote control


